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Introduction
Thank you for your interest in the Crystal Measuring Adapter (CMA) for NanoVNA.
The reason why I built this adapter was that as a hamradio homebrewer I often use crystals
as a frequency source or for building crystal filters. Most of the time I buy a large bulk of
crystal from the same frequency and sort them by plugging them into a crystal oscillator and
use a frequency counter to read out the frequency.
Nowadays I use an improvised adapter which plugs into my QRP-Labs filter adapter for
NanoVNA.

Looking for more information on measuring crystals I found a few technical PDF's and
websites about crystal testing :
●
●
●
●
●
●

Technical Introduction Crystals - Corning Frequency Control Inc - points out
IEC444-1 and 2 (PDF) (1)
Crystal Motional Parameters A Comparison of Measurement Approaches - Jack R.
Smith K8ZOA (PDF) (2)
Precision VXO for Crystal Characterization & Matching - Jim Kortge K8IQY (3)
Simplified Tools and Methods for Measuring Crystals - Jim Kortge, K8IQY (PDF) (4)
Crystal characterization and crystal filter design An overview of tools and techniques
- Nick Kennedy, WA5BDU (PDF) (5)
Measuring crystals through various methods - W2AEW (Youtube) - points out to Jack
R. Smith K8ZOA (see above), shownotes can be downloaded. (6)

In general a matching network from 50 ohm to 12.5 ohm and back is used to get the best
match. This can be done by using a PI resistor network or by using a 4:1 bifilar transformer.
Based on that information I made another improvised adapter which showed a much better
detailed and deeper response.

With this new information and experience with the improvised adapter and plans to build a
new SSB rig which includes a few crystal filters (SSB, CW in 2 band widths), I designed a
new crystal test adapter for the NanoVNA or any other VNA / spectrum analyzer. Just like
my QRP-Labs filter adapter for NanoVNA, it has built- in calibration support to get the
maximum out of it. Also I added 2 attenuation sections because in the document Simplified
Tools and Methods for Measuring Crystals, Jim Kortge, K8IQY states that crystal under test
should not be driven at a level higher than aprx -10 dBm. And because I didn’t know what
the output power was of my NanoVNA's at the thime and other people use big boy toys, I
think it's a good idea to add them.

Important note regarding the V2 NanoVNA models
All V2 versions switch on and off the test signal rapidly and can not measure crystals or be
used as a signal generator. See FAQ. For measuring crystals it is recommended to use an
original NanoVNA by edy555 or the H4 series.
source : https://nanorfe.com/nanovna-v2.html

(1) https://oliverbetz.de/cms/files/Artikel/Quarzoszillator/technicalintro_crystals_e.pdf
(2) https://www.mikrocontroller.net/attachment/473317/Crystal_Motional_Parameters.pdf
(3) http://www.k8iqy.com/testequipment/pvxo/pvxopage.htm
(4) https://www.k8iqy.com/testequipment/pvxo/Atlanticon2002V1R5.pdf
(5) http://pages.suddenlink.net/wa5bdu/crystal_slide_show.pdf
(6) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G9zZRNzhsEE

Where to buy
I sell the bare PCBs (physical and gerber files) through my
website (8). If there is enough interest I may be selling
complete kitts and full assembled adapters through my
webshop on Tindie (1) (2) or through selected re-sellers.
When you buy these adapters anywhere else, they are clones or rip-offs and I can’t give any support or answer questions
regarding these products.

(1) https://www.tindie.com/stores/lex_ph2lb/
(2) Due to terms of usage when selling on Tindie, the adapter kitts and full assembled adapters can only be
bought on Tindie in your region. Bare PCBs and products which I don’t sell on Tindie can be bought through my
website.

Schematic
The schematic of the adapter is very straightforward and shown below and it has all
components built in to calibrate the NanoVNA as close as possible to the CUT
(CrystalUnderTest).

It contains 2 crystal sockets flanked by 4:1 bifilar wound FT37-43 for matching the 12.5 Ohm
impedance of the crystal to the 50 Ohm of the NanoVNA. The crystal sockets have a jumper
(JP2) to hook up wires with clips for crystals who don’t match the sockets or your diy crystal
filters. JP2 can also be used to do a real Through calibration to eliminate frequency effects
of the transformers. JP3 can be used for a Through calibration outside the transformer
sections.
For Load and Isolation calibration there are 2 x 50 Ohm loads in the 50 Ohm section.
These can be activated by placing a jumper on JP1 for the Isolation calibration and by
placing a jumper on JP4 for the Load calibration.
The input PI attenuator consists of resistors R13 to R16. The output PI attenuator consists of
resistors R1 to R6. I only use the input attenuator, we will get into the why, how and what
from that later (see section input / output attenuation)

JP5 is used for Short calibration. It’s placed before the attenuator but I have tested Short
calibration after the attenuator (by drilling a hole next to the load JP4) and the difference is
very marginal like less than 0.5% as shown in the table below.
M1 (10dB onboard ATT,
calibration before ATT)

M2 (10dB onboard ATT,
calibration after ATT)

Difference
(absolute)

Difference
(%)

INPUT
RL

12.5 Ohm

12.5 Ohm

C0

3.89 pF

3.89 pF

fR

15996181 Hz

15996177 Hz

4 Hz

0.000025 %

fL

15995829 Hz

15995825 Hz

4 Hz

0.000025 %

fH

15996684 Hz

15996684 Hz

0 Hz

0 %

-2.13 dB

-2.13 dB

0.00 dB

0 %

855 Hz

859 Hz

-4 Hz

0.468 %

S21

OUTPUT
deltaF
Q

18708.98363

18621.85914

Rm

6.947730239 Ohm

6.947730239 Ohm

0.0 Ohm

0 %

Reff

31.94773024 Ohm

31.94773024 Ohm

0.0 Ohm

0 %

Cm
Lm

0.0166461429 pF
5.946946419 mH

0.01672402795 pF
5.919254002 mH

87.124

-0.0000779 pF
0.0276924 mH

0.466 %

0.468 %
0.466 %

Maybe in the future I will add an extra Short calibration jumper behind the attenuator.
The 6 pin header J6 (Storage) can be used to place the jumpers when you don’t use them
for calibration.

Input / output attenuation
Crystals shouldn’t be driven by more than -10 dBm. So it is important to know what the
output power of your NanoVNA / VNA is otherwise you might de-tune or even damage your
crystal under test. So as mentioned in the schematic description the adapter has 2
attenuation sections.
For my NanoVNA’s I have checked the output on 16Mhz with a 50Khz span.
●
●
●

CH0 output org : -4.1 dBm needs 6dB attenuation
CH0 output H4 : +6.2 dBm needs 16dB or 20dB attenuation
CH0 output V2 : -6.1 dBm but you can’t use a V2 this one for crystal measurements
(see warning regarding NanoVNA V2 models in the introduction)

Note : if you have a dBm meter and a NanoVNA, please let me know what the output power
is around 16Mhz. That way I can expand the list of the various outputs.
For the built in input and output PI network attenuator I calculated the required in and output
shunt and series resistor values with this online calculator.
https://chemandy.com/calculators/matching-pi-attenuator-calculator.htm
To come as close as possible to the required value there are 2 SMD 1206 resistors for each
of the resistors. Using common 1% SMD 1206 resistor values I tried to match the wanted
attenuator value as close as possible.
See tables below.
Required attenuation

Input attenuation
0dB

3dB

6dB

10dB

16dB

20dB

Ref

Description

R11

Rout A

Input attenuator output shunt

-

300

150

220

68

120

R12

Rout B

Input attenuator output shunt

-

-

-

160

-

120

R13

Rseries A

Input attenuator series

0

18

75

130

300

510

R14

Rseries B Input attenuator series

-

-

-

150

300

470

R15

Rin A

Input attenuator input shunt

-

300

150

220

68

120

R16

Rin B

Input attenuator input shunt

-

-

-

160

-

120

0dB 2.99dB 6.02dB

10.08d
B

15.92d
B

20.06d
B

Final attenuation in dB

Installed resistors value in Ohm (SMD 1206 1%)

Although most of the time you will use only the input attenuation and have a 0dB output
attenuator, I have added a table for output attenuation as well.
Required attenuation

Output attenuation
0dB

3dB

6dB

10dB

16dB

20dB

Ref

Description

R1

Rout A

Output attenuator output shunt

-

300

150

220

68

120

R2

Rout B

Output attenuator output shunt

-

-

-

160

-

120

R3

Rseries A

Output attenuator series

0

18

75

130

300

510

R4

Rseries B Output attenuator series

-

-

75

150

300

470

R5

Rin A

Output attenuator input shunt

-

300

150

220

68

120

R6

Rin B

Output attenuator input shunt

-

-

-

160

-

120

0dB 2.99dB 6.02dB

10.08d
B

15.92d
B

20.06d
B

Final attenuation in dB

Installed resistors value in Ohm (SMD 1206 1%)

PCB
The PCB (topside) of the adapter is shown below. All signal traces and components are on
the top side, the bottom is a ground plane. Components are very common but some people
find the 1206 SMD resistors a bit hard to solder. So if you buy the kit, you're in luck because
I already soldered them to the board (4 x 100 Ohm for the Load and Isolation and 2 x 0
Ohm for the input and output attenuator or the resistors for the attenuator values by your
request).

Part list
Ref Value

Description

J1

SMA Edge connector female

SMA CH1/S2

J2

SMA Edge connector female

SMA CH0/S1

JP1 PinHeader_1x02_P2.54mm_Vertical

Isolation calibration

JP2 PinHeader_1x02_P2.54mm_Vertical

Through calibration

JP3 PinHeader_1x02_P2.54mm_Vertical

XTAL / Through calibration

JP4 PinHeader_1x02_P2.54mm_Vertical

Load calibration

JP5 PinHeader_1x02_P2.54mm_Vertical

Short calibration

JP6 PinHeader_1x06_P2.54mm_Vertical

Jumper storage

L1

FT37-43 4:1 + 3D printed holder

4:1 impadance matching

L2

FT37-43 4:1 + 3D printed holder

4:1 impadance matching

R1

Resistor SMD 1206 #1

Output attenuator output shunt

R2

Resistor SMD 1206 #1

Output attenuator output shunt

R3

Resistor SMD 1206 #1 default 0 Ohm

Output attenuator series

R4

Resistor SMD 1206 #1

Output attenuator series

R5

Resistor SMD 1206 #1

Output attenuator input shunt

R6

Resistor SMD 1206 #1

Output attenuator input shunt

R7

Resistor SMD 1206 100 Ohm

Isolation calibration

R8

Resistor SMD 1206 100 Ohm

Isolation calibration

R9

Resistor SMD 1206 100 Ohm

Load calibration

R10 Resistor SMD 1206 100 Ohm

Load calibration

R11 Resistor SMD 1206 #1

Input attenuator output shunt

R12 Resistor SMD 1206 #1

Input attenuator output shunt

R13 Resistor SMD 1206 #1 default 0 Ohm

Input attenuator series

R14 Resistor SMD 1206 #1

Input attenuator series

R15 Resistor SMD 1206 #1

Input attenuator input shunt

R16 Resistor SMD 1206 #1

Input attenuator input shunt

Y1

Crystal socket HC49-U Vertical

Crystal under test

Y2

Crystal socket HC51-U Vertical

Crystal under test

Note #1 : value depends on required attenuation. Check table

Construction step by step
Check if you have all components. You should have :
1 x PCB with pre-soldered SMD resistors
2 x FT37-43 toriods
1 x 1.2 m of 0.4mm lacquer wire
1 x 16 pin male header (needs to be separated in 6 x 2 pin male header and 1 x 6 pin
male header)
1 x HC49 crystal socket
3 x Female 2 pin jumper
2 x Female SMA PCB edge connector
1 x 3D printed PCB Holder (Yellow PLA)
2 x 3D printed FT37 toroid holders (Yellow PLA)
6 x 3D printed push pins for PCB Holder (Yellow PLA)

Step 2
First install the 2 Female SMA PCB edge connector. The connectors might be a little loose,
so the easiest way to solder them is to clamp the PCB with the connectors in place in a small
vise. But be sure to keep them nicely horizontal (soldered peeking up connectors are hard to
reposition).

First solder the center pin of the connector and then sides. Please remember it will take
some time to heat the sides of the connector and you also need to apply heat to the PCB.
Take your time, we are not in a hurry.
A wise man once said : you should take 10 minutes twice a day for meditation. Unless you're
too busy, then you should take 2 hours.
When you're done on the top side, please take a good look or use a magnifying glass. After
inspection, flip over the PCB and don't forget to solder the bottom part of the connectors.

Step 3
The headers are supplied as a strip of 12 pins. With some pliers we carefully break them into
6 headers of each 2 pins.

Step 4
We solder these headers in the 2 pin header positions on the PCB named (from right to
left): Isoln, Thru, XTAL, Short, Load. The 6 pins header is used as a storage position for
the jumpers (these pins are connected to the ground plane).

Step 5
To allow the crystal to be installed easily, the kit is supplied with one special HC49 socket
which is compatible with HC18.

Solder it in the middle of the 2 crystal socket footprints.

(image shows previouse 3 pin socket for crystal)
Take a moment to enjoy the fruits of your labor.

Step 6
Now we start winding the 2 FT37-43 toroids. First unwind the supplied 1.2 m 0.4mm lacquer
wire and cut it in 2 equal halves. Bend each of these halves in the middle.

What I prever is to mark one side of the wire with tape for later identification (you could
offcourse use a DVM or connectivity checker.

Make 10 turns through the toroid. You count the turns on the inside, not the outside.

Now close the turns and bend the wires to the outside as shown below and place it in the
holder. Bend out the wires (the marked wires should be on the same long side).

You're halfway there. Now build the other one.

Step 7
Now we have wound the 2 toroidal transformers, it’s time to install on the PCB. Although the
lacker can be removed by burning it away, personally I prefer to scrape it off. For that I use a
small piece of metal plate as a support and a hobby knife to scrape the lacker off.

Once we have done that for all wires, we tin them and cut the wires to different lengths. That
will help inserting the toroidal transformers.

Once inserted to twist the wires closest next to eachother to pull the toroidal transformer and
the holder close to the PCB.

Solder the wires to the PCB and cut off the remains.

Take a moment to enjoy the fruits of your labor.
You are now ready for the magic smoke test. Nah, there will be no magic smoke, but we
want to be sure everything is working as it should be.

Magic Smoke test
Be sure that all jumpers are removed, no filter is inserted and the adapter is connected to the
NanoVNA with 2 coax cables as shown below.

Step 1
Set NanoVNA
Reset calibration
1. Go to the calibrate menu by pressing CALIBRATE in the home menu.
2. Reset the calibration by pressing RESET
3. Go back to the home menu by pressing <BACK

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Set frequency range to 100KHz to 30MHz
Go to the stimulus menu by pressing STIMULUS in the home menu.
Enter the start frequency by pressing START in the stimulus menu.
Enter 100Khz
Enter the stop frequency by pressing START in the stimulus menu.
Enter 30Mhz
Go back to the home menu by pressing <BACK
Go to the display menu by pressing DISPLAY in the home menu.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Setup trace 1 to LogMag for CH0 Reflect
Go to the trace menu by pressing TRACE in the display menu.
Activate TRACE1
Go back to the display menu by pressing <BACK
Go to the format menu by pressing FORMAT in the display menu.
Select LOGMAG from the format menu.
Go to the channel menu by pressing CHANNEL in the display menu.
Select CH0 REFLECT from the channel menu.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Setup trace 2 to LogMag for CH1 Through
Go to the trace menu by pressing TRACE in the display menu.
Activate TRACE2
Go back to the display menu by pressing <BACK
Go to the format menu by pressing FORMAT in the display menu.
Select LOGMAG from the format menu.
Go to the channel menu by pressing CHANNEL in the display menu.
Select CH1 THROUGH from the channel menu.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Setup trace 3 to Smith for CH0 Reflect
Go to the trace menu by pressing TRACE in the display menu.
Activate TRACE3
Go back to the display menu by pressing <BACK
Go to the format menu by pressing FORMAT in the display menu.
Select SMITH from the format menu.
Go to the channel menu by pressing CHANNEL in the display menu.
Select CH0 REFLECT from the channel menu.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Setup trace 4 to Phase for CH1 Through
Go to the trace menu by pressing TRACE in the display menu.
Activate TRACE4
Go back to the display menu by pressing <BACK
Go to the format menu by pressing FORMAT in the display menu.
Select PHASE from the format menu.
Go to the channel menu by pressing CHANNEL in the display menu.
Select CH1 THROUGH from the channel menu.

Go back to the home menu by pressing <BACK a few times
Now we can see if the construction went well.

Step 2
With all jumpers removed and no crystal inserted, you should now see a graph on the
NanoVNA similar as shown below.

Step 3
Place a jumper on the XTAL header, you should now see a graph on the NanoVNA similar
as shown below.

Step 4
Remove the jumper from the XTAL header and place it on the Thru header, you should now
see a graph on the NanoVNA similar as shown below.

Step 5
Place a jumper on the Load header (leaving the jumper on the Thru header as it is), you
should now see a graph on the NanoVNA similar as shown below. When you select a
marker it should read around -11.5 dB for CH0 LOGMAG and around -4.88 dB for CH1
LOGMAG.

Step 6
Place a jumper on the Isoln header (leaving the jumpers on the Load and Thru header as
they are), you should now see a graph on the NanoVNA similar as shown below. When you
select a marker it should read around -7.75 dB for CH0 LOGMAG and around -7.11 dB for
CH1 LOGMAG.

Step 7
Remove the jumper from the Isoln header (leaving the jumpers on the Load and Thru
header as they are), and place it on the Short header. You should now see a graph on the
NanoVNA similar as shown below.

If you didn't find these graphs there is something wrong :-(

Troubleshooting
First remove the NanoVNA and all the jumpers and with a DMM check:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Right of the Thru is connected to the CH0 center pin (should be a short).
Right of the Thru isn't connected to the CH0 sides (GND) (should be a open).
Left of the Thru is connected to the CH1 center pin (should be a short).
Left of the Thru isn't connected to the CH1 sides (GND) (should be a open).
Bottom pin of Load is connected to the CH0 center pin (should be a short).
Bottom pin of Load isn't connected to the CH0 sides (GND) (should be a open).
Top pin of Load measures 50 Ohm to CH0 sides (GND).
Bottom pin of Isoln of the Thru is connected to the CH1 center pin (should be a
short).
Bottom pin of Isoln of the Thru isn't connected to the CH1 sides (GND) (should be a
open).
Top pin of Isoln measures 50 Ohm to CH1 sides (GND).
Right pin of Short is connected to the CH0 center pin (should be a short).
Left pin of Short is connected to CH0 sides (GND) (should be a short).

NEEDS UPDATE WHEN USING ATTENUATOR

Boxing it up
Only start boxing it up if you have checked everything, have tested the adapter and are sure
about your work. Pressing in the pins will fixate the PCB to the holder. The only way to
remove them is by drilling them out (2.5mm drill).

Step 1
Place the PCB in the holder.

Step 2
Check if it is nice and flat in the holder.

Step 3
Insert the pins one by one and when needed apply a little pressure. Remember you only
have two spare pins.

Everything fixed? Again take a moment to enjoy the fruits of your labor.

Usage and calculations
To use this adapter you have to find the series resonant frequency of your crystal (from that
you can look for the 3rd, 5th etc). The best way is to set a wide span for example from
100Khz to 30Mhz

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Set frequency range to 100KHz to 30MHz
Go to the stimulus menu by pressing STIMULUS in the home menu.
Enter the start frequency by pressing START in the stimulus menu.
Enter 100Khz
Enter the stop frequency by pressing START in the stimulus menu.
Enter 30Mhz
Go back to the home menu by pressing <BACK

Next we have to configure what we want to see, and for crystals most of the time you want
see CH1 LOGMAG and CH1 PHASE.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Setup trace 2 to LogMag for CH1 Through
Go to the trace menu by pressing TRACE in the display menu.
Activate TRACE2
Go back to the display menu by pressing <BACK
Go to the format menu by pressing FORMAT in the display menu.
Select LOGMAG from the format menu.
Go to the channel menu by pressing CHANNEL in the display menu.
Select CH1 THROUGH from the channel menu.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Setup trace 4 to Phase for CH1 Through
Go to the trace menu by pressing TRACE in the display menu.
Activate TRACE4
Go back to the display menu by pressing <BACK
Go to the format menu by pressing FORMAT in the display menu.
Select PHASE from the format menu.
Go to the channel menu by pressing CHANNEL in the display menu.
Select CH1 THROUGH from the channel menu.

Look at the traces there should be a peak and a valley on the CH1 LOGMAG trace.

Use the marker to select the peak and use MARKER - OPERATIONS - CENTER to center
the screen. And set the SPAN for 100Khz. You might have to re-center the screen again (you
can use the center operation for the marker).

Set the SPAN to a smaller value 5 Khz or even less to see +45 dgr and - 45 dgr phase shift.

When you have the maximum detail, start a full callibration cycle (Open, Short, Load, Isoln
& Thru). The best way to do the Thru calibration is to place the jumper on the XTAL header,
that way you calibrate through the 4:1 toroids.
Start the calibration procedure:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Go to the calibration menu by pressing CAL in the home menu.
Reset the current calibration state by pressing RESET in the cal menu.
Enter the calibration menu by pressing CALIBRATE in the cal menu.
Be sure that all jumpers are removed from the adapter and no filter is inserted in the
adapter. Now press OPEN in the calibrate menu.
5. Place the jumper on the Short header on the right (CH0) and press SHORT in the
calibrate menu.
6. Remove the jumper from the Short header (CH0) and place the jumper on the Load
header on the right (CH0) and press LOAD in the calibrate menu.
7. Leave the jumper on the Load header on the right (CH0) and place the other jumper
on the Isoln header on the left (CH1) and press ISOLN in the calibrate menu.
8. Remove the jumpers from the Isoln and Load headers and place a jumper on the
XTAL header and press THRU in the calibrate menu.
9. End calibration by pressing DONE in the calibrate menu.
10. Remove the jumper from the XTAL header.
11. Save it in a desired save slot by choosing SAVE - SAVE[0..4].
12. Go back to the home menu by pressing <BACK a few times.
Congratulations, your NanoVNA is now calibrated for the adapter and ready for some
serious crystal filter testing.

To calculate delta f, Q, Rm, Reff, Cm and Lm, you need to measure fR (0°), fL (+45°), fH
(-45°), S21 LogMag (0°) and have to know the RL (the load one side of the crystal sees, in
this adapter that is 12.5 Ohm). When you have these values you can do all the math by hand
based on the calculations shown in the section 2. "Phase Shift Measurement" of Crystal
Motional Parameters A Comparison of Measurement Approaches By Jack R. Smith K8ZOA
11 June 2006.
But this can be automated by using my "Online FaseShift Crystal calculator" (shown below
https://ph2lb.nl/tools/FaseShiftCal/ ) in which you only have to enter fR (0°), fL (+45°), fH
(-45°), S21 LogMag (0°) and the calculator does the math for you to calculate delta f, Q,
Rm, Reff, Cm and Lm. I used the same calculations as Jack K8ZOA describes in his
publication, but output is more human readable.
For a demonstration of this calculator we take a look at a real measurement shown in the
images below.

When you have found the series resonance frequency and calibrated you NanoVNA, you
can take the values for fR (0°), S21 LogMag (0°) from the screen :
fR = 15996181 Hz
S21 Logmag = -2.09

In the images above values for fL(+45°), fH(-45°), are can be found :
fL = 15995825 Hz
fH = 15996688 Hz
We fill in these values in my Online FaseShift Crystal calculator as shown below and it will
calculate delta f, Q, Rm, Reff, Cm and Lm for us and shows them in fairly human readable
values (frequency entry is in Hz).

The calculator is filled with default values taken from the example above. The result
(including the input values) can be downloaded as a text string and as a JSON string by
clicking on the buttons.
It's a single page calculator so when you want feel free to download it and modify it to your
own preferences.
Enjoy using the adapter and tools.

Useful links
PH2LB website
PH2LB Tindie store
NanoVNA
NanoVNASaver
Hackster.io

https://www.ph2lb.nl/
https://www.tindie.com/stores/lex_ph2lb/
https://nanovna.com/
https://nanovna.com/?page_id=90
https://www.hackster.io/
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Initial version
Kit is now supplied with a special HC49 crystal socket.

